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As of 1 January 2015, Itella Corporation will change
its company name to Posti Group Corporation.
With the name change, Itella will abandon the use
of two brands in Finland. Itella currently operates
in Finland under the name Posti for consumer
customers and under the name Itella for business
customers. As of next year, Posti will become
the only brand of the company and serve both
consumer and business customers.
Changing the name is part of the company’s new vision. The new name will
strengthen the group’s identity as a mail, logistics and online store service
provider. The group’s mail and logistics operations will focus on serving Finland
and neighbouring markets.
The group’s logistics business operations abroad will continue under the name
Itella. OpusCapita, a company providing financial management outsourcing
and automation services will continue with its own name as a subgroup of Posti
Group Corporation, with strong internationalisation as its objective.
Source: Itella
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USPS reports 2.0% revenue increase but
US$2bn loss in Q3

E-Commerce and international export drive
UPS second-quarter performance

USPS ended its third quarter ended 30 June with a net loss
of US$2.0bn, compared to a net loss of US$740m for the
same period last year. USPS has recorded a loss in 21 of
the last 23 quarters, the excepted quarters being the two
in which Congress rescheduled the Retiree Health Benefits
prefunding payments.

UPS announced adjusted diluted earnings per share of
US$1.21 for the second quarter of 2014, a 7.1% improvement
over the prior-year period. E-Commerce shipping in the US
and strong International Export growth contributed to a 7.2%
increase in global package shipments.

Revenue continued to improve as a result of the Postal
Service’s January mail price increase, successful sales and
marketing initiatives, and continued success in growing the
package business. Total operating revenue of US$16.5bn
increased by US$327m, or 2.0%, compared to the same
period last year.
Shipping and Package revenue was up 6.6%. Standard Mail
revenue was up 5.1%, driven by a 0.9% increase in volume
and the January 2014 price increase. First-Class Mail volume
was down 1.4%, but the January price increase offset this
decline, resulting in a 3.2% revenue increase. Total operating
expenses for the third quarter of 2014 were US$18.4bn, an
increase of US$1.5bn from the same period last year, driven
mainly by the Workers’ Compensation fair value adjustment.
Compensation and benefits expenses increased by US$15m,
or 0.1%, compared to the third quarter of 2013, as contractual
pay increases were offset by work-hour reductions and more
efficient use of available labour flexibility.
Source: USPS
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Adjusted operating profit for the Domestic Package segment
was US$1.2bn, up 3.0% over the prior-year second quarter.
On a reported basis, operating profit declined 82% to
US$209m as a result of the post-retirement liability transfer
previously mentioned. Ground product growth was driven
primarily by lightweight e-Commerce shipments. International
Small Package revenue climbed 6.2% or US$190m to
US$3.3bn. Strong growth in Export shipments drove revenue
expansion in the segment. Adjusted operating profit improved
4.4% to US$471m.
Supply Chain and Freight revenue increased 6.5% to
US$2.3bn, resulting primarily from growth in the Forwarding
and Distribution business units. Adjusted operating profit was
11% higher at US$176m, and operating margin expanded 30
basis points to 7.5%. UPS Forwarding produced doubledigit operating profit growth. UPS Freight revenue was 5.5%
higher. Operating profit and margin improved from the prior
year, as the business unit continued to focus on profitable
revenue opportunities.
Source: UPS
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UPS extends network in Canada

USPS reports 2.0% revenue increase
but US$2bn loss in Q3
E-Commerce and international
export drive UPS second-quarter
performance
UPS extends network in Canada
UPS expands services in Mexico

UPS today announced it will be expanding its Canadian network by opening three
operation centres in British Columbia (BC), as well expanding its centre in Kelowna.
The expansion represents a multi-million-dollar investment, 36,000 total square feet
across the four centres and approximately 80 UPS jobs. It builds on the commitment
UPS has shown to the Canadian market particularly in recent years with investments
in Toronto, Calgary and eight cities across Atlantic Canada.
Source: UPS

UPS expands services in Mexico
UPS has opened six new UPS Express centres across Mexico and launched air and
ocean freight services to and from Myanmar.
This latest expansion in Mexico brings the number of UPS Express centres in the
country to 20 in total, with more than 390 access points spread across Mexico. UPS
opened ten express centres in Mexico last November to target the country’s growing
SME and retail sectors.
UPS said the new centres would include domestic and international shipping services
as well as a portfolio of technology solutions and logistics, including personalised
consulting for customers to use the company’s services and tools in the best possible
way to expand their business. Each location will have multiple service desks to help
speed up processes and reduce waiting times. Furthermore, a designated self-service
area will help customers prepare their own shipments in an independent and more
convenient way.
Source: CEP-Research
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Australia Post partners with myGov on
Digital Mailbox trial
SingPost buys two more firms as
e-Commerce growth underpins Q1
results
Russian Post and China Post expand
partnership to enhance deliveries from
China
UPS launches freight services to
Myanmar

Australia Post announced an important partnership with the
Australian Government Department of Human Services, to
provide Australians with online access to critical government
mail via the MyPost Digital Mailbox.
The partnership allows correspondence from a range of
government agencies including the Medicare, Centrelink and
Child Support to be directed to your MyPost Digital Mailbox.
By linking the Digital Mailbox to myGov, the Australian
Government's secure online service, customers can enjoy
the convenience of receiving and storing government mail,
alongside other important correspondence, in one secure,
online place.
MyPost Digital Mailbox is already servicing thousands of
Australians, who receive mail, pay bills and store important
documents in one online and secure place. Over the coming
months these services will be extended to include parcel
tracking, retail receipt delivery and the release of an Android
application, with many more exciting features in development.

E-Commerce parcel and logistics growth made up for a mail
decline in the first quarter of the 2014/15 fiscal year, helping
SingPost to achieve stable profits amid challenging trading
conditions. Revenues grew by 4.8% to SGD201.9m and net
profit was up by 5.1% at SGD39.2m, although excluding oneoff items the underlying net profit was flat at SGD36.2m.
The core mail business saw a 4.8% fall in operating profit
due to higher costs and increased investments into service
improvements. However, overall mail revenue grew 7.4%
to SGD123.2m boosted by growth in e-Commerce related
transhipment business and higher one-off corporate postings
relating to the Personal Data Protection Act which came into
effect in July 2014.
Source: CEP-Research

Russian Post and China Post expand
partnership to enhance deliveries from China

SingPost buys two more firms as e-Commerce
growth underpins Q1 results

Russian Post and China Post have expanded their partnership
as part of which small parcels shipped between the two
countries will be transferred into the category ‘registered’
from 1 September 2014 to ensure greater safety and to
enable shippers and recipients to track the entire journey of
a parcel.

Singapore Post has announced it will buy British freight
forwarder F.S. Mackenzie and Hong Kong-based storage firm
The Store House as it presses ahead with its transformation
strategy boosted by Alibaba Group’s financial investment and

The new stage of the partnership will be the development
of electronic data exchange that will allow Russian customs
authorities to upgrade customs clearance of postal shipments
and accelerate delivery of shipments to recipients.

Source: Australia Post
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after e-Commerce parcel and logistics growth ensured stable
profits in the April-June quarter.
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The postal operators agreed on continuing to pre-sort shipments and to develop
new routes for postal exchange between China and Russia. In particular, they will
consider the possibility of launching a series of road, rail and air routes linking
China to Russian regions for the start of the 2014/2015 peak season.

Australia Post partners with myGov on
Digital Mailbox trial
SingPost buys two more firms as
e-Commerce growth underpins Q1
results
Russian Post and China Post expand
partnership to enhance deliveries from
China
UPS launches freight services to
Myanmar

Source: CEP-Research

UPS launches freight services to Myanmar
UPS has launched inbound and outbound air and ocean freight services to
Myanmar, for the first time offering customers trading to and from this emerging
market access to the its supply chain technologies and services. These will initially
include UPS Air Freight Direct, UPS Air Freight Consolidated, Full Container Load
and Less-than Container Load services.
According to the International Monetary Fund, Myanmar has a growth potential of
8.5% in the fiscal year 2014-2015, with the demand for freight services expected
to rise rapidly as Myanmar starts developing into a new manufacturing market.
Jeff McCorstin, president of Global Freight Forwarding, UPS Asia Pacific, added:
“Asia continues to evolve as new markets emerge and mature markets move up the
value chain. UPS’s offering in Myanmar underscores our longstanding efforts to
strengthen our service offering in Asia and to integrate emerging markets into the
global supply chain.”

8.5%

Growth potential
in 2014-2015 for
Myanmar

Source: CEP-Research
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Following a strong comparative period at the same time last
year, Austrian Post managed to keep group revenues in the
first half of 2014 at a constant level. As in previous periods,
the parcel business showed solid revenue growth of 3.0% in
a year-on-year comparison. Meanwhile, the revenue decline
in the mail segment was kept quite low at 1.8%. In particular,
revenue in the mail business developed very gratifyingly in
the second quarter of 2014.
On the basis of a solid revenue development and strong cost
discipline, operating results (EBIT) rose slightly to €98.8m.
The revenue decline in the mail business was almost completely
offset by efficiency enhancement measures. Group revenue
remained consistently high for the first half of 2014.
The largest share, or 63.2%, of total group revenue accounted
the Mail & Branch Network Division in the first half of 2014.
However, divisional revenue in the reporting period fell by
1.8% to €41.2m. This drop can be attributed to the ongoing
electronic substitution of letters as well as decreasing direct
mail volumes. In the second quarter of 2014, the revenue
decline slowed to 0.4% due to offsetting positive revenue
effects, such as the EU elections. The Parcel & Logistics
Division generated 36.8% of total group revenue, with
revenue in the first half rising by 3.0% to €431.5m. Divisional
revenue was also up by 2.3% in the second quarter of 2014.
Source: Austrian Post
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of 2014 with
moderate revenue growth driven by parcels and achieved a
10% improvement in operating profits. The Belgian postal
operator reported a 1.7% rise in Q2 revenues to €613.5m,
driven by parcels growth which more than compensated
for lower mail revenues. Costs were reduced moderately,
mostly due to 1,061 fewer FTEs in the 2014 second quarter
compared to the previous year.

As a result, operating profits improved by 10.5% to €142.3m,
pushing the profit margin to 23.2% from 21.4% in the same
period last year. Net profits rose by 13.5% to €93.2m.
Looking ahead, bpost said the full-year decline in mail
volumes could rise to negative 5.5% while domestic parcel
growth should be higher than the half-year increase of 5.2%.
International parcels growth should be in line with the first half
year for routes in Europe, but traffic to China is expected to
fall. Overall, the company expects stable revenues and higher
profits for the full year, maintaining the growth achieved in the
first half year.
Source: CEP-Research, bpost

La Poste half-year profits drop with faster
mail volume decline
France's Le Groupe La Poste unveiled a 10% net profit
decline and lower operating profits in the first half of 2014
due to a faster drop in mail volumes that outweighed express
parcels and banking growth, and predicted lower profits for
the full year. The group's consolidated revenues grew by
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1.6% to €11bn, although this was an underlying rise of just
0.4%. The group revenue increase was driven by diverse
organic growth activities and in particular consolidation of
several firms acquired by GeoPost, which compensated for
lower mail revenues.
Operating profit dropped by 2.6% to €485m, which was a
like-for-like decline of 3.2%. As a result, the group’s operating
profit margin dropped slightly to 4.4%. The net profit fell by
10.4% to €355m, which was an 11.1% fall on an underlying
basis.
The recently re-named 'Services–
Mail–Parcels' division saw half-year
revenues drop by 2.3% to €5.8bn
and its operating profit fell by 12.1% to
€321m, although cost controls reduced
the impact on profits. In contrast,
GeoPost continued to grow strongly, with
revenues increasing by 12.5% to €2.3bn. In
other areas, the financial services division La Banque Postale
increased half-year income by 2.4% to €2.9bn and its profit
contribution to group results increased by 10.8% to €466m
(18.8% like for like). The new Digital Services Business Unit,
created during the second quarter of 2014, posted a slight
operating loss on revenues of €212m while La Poste Mobile
increased revenues by 15% to €81m with customer numbers
up by 18%.
Source: CEP-Research; Le Groupe La Poste

Deutsche Post DHL boosts revenues and
earnings in Q2
Deutsche Post DHL boosted revenues in the second quarter
of 2014 and generated a strong increase in profitability.
Between April and June, revenues totalled €13.7bn, nearly
1% above the previous year's level. Adjusted for negative
exchange-rate effects and other inorganic factors, revenues
rose more than 4%, fuelled by organic increases in revenue
in all four of the company's divisions.
The Group's operating earnings rose by nearly 6% to €654m
in the second quarter. Adjusted for various non-recurring
factors in the previous year's figure, EBIT climbed by nearly
11%. Consolidated net profit also rose sharply, increasing by
more than 9% to €461m. Revenue rose by nearly €100m
to €13.7bn in the second quarter of 2014, compared with
€13.6bn in the same period last year. Adjusted for exchange
rate and other inorganic factors, revenues rose by around
€570m. Consolidated EBIT, which was also significantly
impacted by negative exchange rate effects, rose from
€619m in 2013 to €654m this year.
In the first half of the year, group revenues totalled €27.3bn,
about €250m above the previous year's level. Adjusted for
negative exchange rate and other inorganic effects, revenues
rose by 4.8%, or nearly €1.3bn, in the first six months.
Compared with the first half of 2013, operating earnings
increased by 3.8% to €1.4bn. Consolidated EBIT rose by
6% between January and June 2014. During the six-month
period this year, consolidated net profit increased by nearly
5% to €963m.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL
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Lithuania Post builds capacity with new
logistics centre and standardises prices

TNT Express stated that its restructuring strategy, named
Outlook 2016, is on track, with the programme achieving
€33m in cost reductions in the second quarter of 2014.

Lithuania Post has started construction of a new logistics
centre near Kaunas Airport that is expected to create a tenfold increase in the capacity of the current facility to handle
mail and parcels, while also introducing a new pricing scheme
for letters and small parcels.

Source: TNT Express

Located on the Vilnius-Kaunas highway, the new 8,300 m²
logistics centre will double the size of the company’s existing
mail sorting facility in the country’s capital, Vilnius. It will be
used both by Lithuania Post and its parcels subsidiary Baltic
Post, acquired in 2012, through which it operates a network
of automated parcel terminals branded LP Express 24. The
new facility will feature a state-of-the-art mail sorting line
and surveillance system, with separate areas for mail sorting,
storing, and reloading.

PostNL reported on positive operational and financial
results, with a year-on-year revenue increase of 3% to €1bn.
Underlying operating income increased by 24% to €88m,
while underlying cash operating income increased to €60m.
The post stated that it had managed a “smooth execution of
restructuring plans resulted in cost savings coming in early”.
Addressed mail volume declined by 11.2%, while parcels
volume grew by 8.2%.
Source: PostNL

Source: CEP-Research

SMS postage stamp now a permanent product

Restructuring leads to improved
performance for TNT Express

Following a successful one-year pilot project, mobile franking
with the SMS postage stamp will be introduced into Swiss
Post’s permanent product range from 1 September 2014. A
code is requested via SMS or the Swiss Post smartphone app
and is then written down on the envelope. Mobile franking
is available through all mobile communications providers in
Switzerland and will continue to cost CHF1.20.

TNT Express reported on positive financial results for the
second quarter of its 2014 financial year, with a reported
operating income of €8m, compared to a negative €287m
during the same period the previous year; adjusted operating
income was at €82m, an increase compared to €60m for
the second quarter of 2013. Reported revenues were €1.7bn,
a year-on-year decrease of 5.9%. Adjusted revenues were
€1.7bn, down by 3.6% compared to 2013 but restated to a
1.1% increase.

© 2014 - ipc.be
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There is increasing demand from Swiss Post customers for
digital products supplementing the physical range currently
on offer. Since 2006, customers have been able to purchase
stamps online and print them at home using WebStamp.
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Swiss Post has been testing mobile franking for letters with
the SMS postage stamp since September 2013. Based
on the positive experiences and the fact that more than
100,000 SMS postage stamps were sold, Swiss Post will
now permanently introduce the product. Anyone who wants
to send an A Mail standard letter to a Swiss address but does
not have a stamp on hand can request a code by text message
or through the smartphone app. The code they receive must
then be written down in the upper right-hand corner of the
envelope and the letter posted in the nearest letter box.
Source: Swiss Post

Royal Mail plc Interim Management Statement
Royal Mail plc issued its Interim Management Statement
covering the financial position and trading performance
of the Group for the three months ended 29 June 2014.
Moya Greene, CEO of Royal Mail Group, stated that the
group delivered low single-digit revenue growth in the first
three months of its financial year, in line with the company’s
strategy.
Greene went on to say that: “Trading has been characterised
by a good performance in letters, with the decline in addressed
letter volumes better than our expected range, but a weaker
than expected performance in UK parcels, largely driven
by the intensifying competitive environment in the account,
consumer/SME and export channels. GLS continues to
perform well in Europe.”

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

Addressed letter volumes decreased by 3% (excluding the
impact of the European and local elections in May 2014),
better than the expected range of a 4-6% decline per annum,
mainly due to the improvement in UK economic conditions.
Royal Mail continues to expect a yearly 4-6% decline for the
addressed letter volumes.
Source: Royal Mail Group

InPost UK agrees partnership with parcel
multi-carrier platform MetaPack
Parcel multi-carrier platform MetaPack has agreed a delivery
partnership with parcel locker network provider InPost to
allow customers to use its 1,000 lockers in the UK as a
delivery and pick-up option.
MetaPack’s configurable platform helps retailers simplify
and optimise the management of delivery services and roll
out new delivery options, such as Sunday service, same-day
delivery and ‘click and collect’.
The integration of InPost into MetaPack’s platform will enable
consumers to customise, in real time, deliveries based on
time of day, product, and delivery location, with secure pickup locations and more convenient click-and-collect services,
InPost said.
Source: CEP-Research
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Asendia launches new portfolio with e-Commerce delivery
service
International mail and delivery provider
Asendia has launched a new single
portfolio for all its markets, including a
goods delivery service for e-Commerce
firms. The new portfolio harmonises and
simplifies the former different products
and pricing of Swiss Post International and
La Poste Global Mail, which merged into
Asendia.
The four areas are: goods, business mail,
direct mail and press. This product range, giving access to the best options
of the two postal networks of Le Groupe La Poste and Swiss Post, includes a
range of speed, insurance, returns, destination and price options.
The e-Commerce and Retail range of delivery services is called ‘Goods’ and
includes four core delivery products, each offering different levels of tracking,
insurance, point-of-delivery, returns and pricing in a simple format. Asendia has
developed this package to make it easier for e-Commerce businesses to grow
their customer base beyond their national borders.
Source: Asendia
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Superfast broadband expansion expected
to boost e-Commerce

Singapore Post launches Saturday
deliveries

Royal Mail expects the rollout of ‘superfast broadband’
across the UK to significantly boost e-Commerce sales,
generating an additional £740m in online sales per year
for the country by 2017, as outlined in the company’s latest
research.

As of 12 July, Singapore Post started delivering parcels on
Saturdays in response to rising volumes of e-Commerce
goods requiring home delivery. The new service was
accompanied by the expansion of the company’s fleet of
three-wheeler vehicles to carry more and heavier items as
well as more 24/7 self-service postal outlets.

According to the study, online shoppers have already
increased their annual spending by £225m since taking up
superfast broadband internet. This equals a 3.1% increase
in spending, or £23 a year per user of superfast broadband.
Currently, 73% of the British population has access to
superfast broadband, although only a fraction of those people
have so far signed up to superfast broadband contracts.
Further expansion of high-speed internet could contribute
an additional £515m in online sales when its penetration
level reaches 90-95% of Britons by 2017, as the analysis
by the Centre for Economic and Business Research has
shown. Adding the figure to the £225m would result in a
total sales increase of £740m each year.
Source: Royal Mail Group
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The company also introduced more ‘new concept’ post
offices, which are designed with spacious auto-lobbies
allowing 24/7 access to key services, including parcel
collection services, postage purchases, shipping and
payment services.
As part of its ongoing transformation, SingPost has been
steadily expanding beyond Singapore, leveraging its regional
platform Quantium Solutions and other subsidiaries and
partners, to offer e-Commerce logistics solutions covering
freight, customs and regulations management, warehousing
and fulfilment, last-mile delivery and returns as well as
e-Commerce web services.
Source: Singapore Post
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Amazon aims to test delivery drones
outdoors
Amazon is driving ahead with its ambitious plans for ‘drone
deliveries’ and wants official permission to test the unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) in outdoor areas away from official
test sites.
Amazon has officially asked the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for permission to test the UAVs, which
could reach speeds of 80 km/h, in outdoor areas close to its
head office in Seattle, according to a letter to the (FAA). So
far the drones have been tested within the company’s R&D
laboratory in Seattle.
At present, commercial use of drones within the USA is
largely banned but the FAA is working on regulations to allow
their use on a gradual basis. The FAA published a ‘roadmap’
in November 2013 covering “safe integration” of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (UAS) into US airspace over the coming
five to ten years.
Source: CEP-Research

GLS expands cross-border FlexDelivery to
Belgium
GLS is extending its cross-border FlexDelivery service
between Germany and Austria to Belgium, thereby enabling
customers to use the service between the three countries.
With the addition of Belgium, parcel recipients can now
choose from various delivery options in Germany, Austria
and Belgium on a cross-border level in all directions.

© 2014 - ipc.be
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To activate the FlexDelivery service, web shop owners just
need to have agreement from the recipients to forward
their e-mail address to GLS, along with the parcel data. As
soon as the delivery process has started, GLS informs the
recipient about the date and the anticipated time window for
the upcoming delivery. The information is submitted in the
respective language of the recipient.
In case the recipient can’t be at home at the delivery time to
receive the order, they can still redirect the delivery while the
parcel is already on its way. Without the need for registering,
the recipient can select from various delivery options such
as fixing another delivery date, changing the address or
getting the parcel delivered to a GLS parcel shop.
Source: CEP-Research

DPD Germany launches 'parcel navigator'
tool to increase B2C convenience
DPD Germany has launched a new dedicated website for
parcel recipients to manage their deliveries via mobile
devices or on desktop computers, with various options to
receive their orders in the most convenient way.
Called the 'parcel navigator’ (German: Paketnavigator), the
online platform has been designed specifically for the needs
of private consignees. At paketnavigator.de, all consignees
who expect a parcel to be delivered by DPD can control
their individual deliveries themselves, choosing from a wide
range of options. For example, they can specify via the
platform a neighbour to whom they want the parcel to be
delivered, change the delivery day or redirect the parcel to
a different delivery address such as a workplace or a DPD
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parcel shop of their choice. They can also arrange
for the parcel to be left in a safe place.
When a parcel is on its way to the recipient, the
parcel navigator displays a direct link to DPD's
live tracking function, where consignees can see
exactly where their parcel is at any specific time.
This way, they know when the delivery driver will
be ringing the doorbell and no longer have to worry
about missing the delivery.
Source: CEP-Research
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Chinese e-Commerce giant Alibaba Group has signed
a memorandum of understanding with Correios Brazil
designed to promote trade between China and Brazil.
According to Correios Brazil, the partnership with Alibaba
Group should allow Brazil’s retailers — particularly the
SME sector — with access to the Chinese market through
Alibaba’s various retail platforms.
The partnership should also allow Alibaba’s websites,
which include Alibaba.com, AliExpress and Tmall.com,
and its retail partners to sell into the Brazilian market,
where Alibaba already has 2m registered users. As Brazil’s
national postal operator is responsible for delivering 75% of
all international orders in Brazil, while the Alibaba Group is
the largest e-Commerce company in the world in terms of
merchandise volume, the partnership may bring considerable
improvements to infrastructure and cause online sales to
grow in this part of the Americas.
Source: CEP-Research

Russian Post and eBay aim to speed up parcel
deliveries to Russia
Russian Post and the global e-Commerce giant eBay will
cooperate to speed up international parcel deliveries to
Russia, especially from China, and improve the overall
delivery service quality. The Russian postal operator
explained that developing cross-border trade is one of
its strategic priorities as part of which it is starting direct
interaction with online retailers.
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The central part of the cooperation is the new project
‘ePacket’, which aims to improve delivery times for goods
ordered on eBay in Russia from foreign websites. Registered
parcels enable delivery times to be at least halved through
priority handling in China and pre-sorting at the closest
international postal exchange points to the recipient.
Another aspect of the partnership is organising the delivery
process at a local level, with new Russian sellers emerging
on eBay. Parcel tracking is also an important factor as the
information systems of eBay and Russian Post need to be
integrated to increase the service level of parcel delivery
and to improve the track and trace capabilities.
Source: Russian Post, CEP-Research

Russian Post to offer next-day delivery to
retailers as it improves delivery quality
Russian Post is reportedly planning to offer next-day
deliveries across Moscow for e-retail customers from the
first quarter of 2015. Meanwhile, Russian Post’s measures
to improve its delivery quality show signs of paying off, with
the number of complaints decreasing substantially.
Currently, 43% of the parcels in big cities including
Moscow are delivered by online retailers’ own couriers,
but Russian Post would represent an increasing threat if it
managed to provide a competitive service. However, online
shoppers currently pay less for the delivery by the couriers
of the online shops than the equivalent service would cost if
provided by Russian Post.
Source: CEP-Research
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DPD Russia has introduced the Predict service that features
a delivery ‘time-window’ targeting online shoppers who buy
at domestic web shops, which is in line with rapid growth of
e-Commerce in the country.
DPD Russia stressed that for many online shoppers, the
process of receiving their order needs to be as simple and as
convenient as possible. The company highlighted the main
advantages of the Predict solution which include information
about the delivery progress, delivery at a time and place
most convenient for the recipient, without the need to wait
for the courier during the day.
After receiving a parcel delivery order from an internet
shop, DPD informs the shopper via SMS or e-mail about
the planned delivery date and the time slot which varies
depending on the destination. If the recipient is not satisfied
with the conditions offered or has changed plans, he/she can
click on the link included in the message to change the date,
the time window and the delivery address, as desired.

It is expected that the national network will reach 350
installed automated terminals by 2016 and will be available
in locations such as shopping malls, universities and
residential compounds.
Source: InPost, Post&Parcel

PostNL starts trial Sunday parcel delivery
with Coolblue
PostNL started a trial with Sunday delivery. The service was
developed in cooperation with Coolblue. Online shoppers in
the Netherlands and Belgium will be able to opt to receive
their orders on Sundays between 12PM and 6PM.
PostNL’s national Sunday delivery in the Netherlands will be
the first on the European continent.
This is the third addition to PostNL’s delivery options for
webshops in 2014, following the introduction of evening
delivery and the possibility for extra early collection of
online orders.
Source: PostNL

Hundreds of new PostNL pick-up locations in
InPost launches parcel lockers in Malaysia Belgium
Source: CEP-Research

From November 2014, InPost will roll out its parcel locker
solution in Malaysia, with 140 machines to be installed by
the end of the year, supported by a local partner, Impressive
Communications. The rollout of the InPost parcel lockers
will start with installations in Kuala Lumpur at Petronas
Stations and at Tesco hypermarkets.
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PostNL has launched 300 new parcel pick-up locations in
Belgium. The reason for this major expansion is the rapid
growth in parcel post in Belgium, driven primarily by the
increase in online shopping. The first six months of 2014
showed over 25% growth compared to the same period
in 2013.
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After two attempts to deliver the parcel to the specified
address, parcels will be dropped off at the closest pick-up
location. Customers can pick up the parcel from there for
the next fourteen days. Via the PostNL website, the recipient
can easily use the barcode to identify the location of the
designated pick-up point.
Source: PostNL

NZ Post Group powering e-Commerce for
companies in New Zealand
The New Zealand Post Group is deploying its resources and
extensive international connections to help Kiwi businesses
access export markets and grow online. The company is
also supporting the New Zealand e-Commerce marketplace
and announced a foundation sponsorship agreement with
the newly formed industry body Ecommerce New Zealand.
New Zealand Post’s Executive General Manager Ecommerce
and Customer Solutions Sohail Choudhry said the adoption
of ecommerce by companies in this country was low by
international standards but that was now starting to change.
The Nielsen Online Retail Report for 2014 shows that New
Zealanders shopping online on mobile devices increased
significantly last year. Nielsen reported there are now
655,000 people shopping on their smart phones – growth
of 127% year on year, and 414,000 on their tablet (a
73% increase). In addition, recent research shows that
local businesses could add NZ$34bn to the New Zealand
economy if they made more effective use of the internet.
Source: New Zealand Post
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Royal Mail to make UK’s largest ‘click and
collect’ network available to 20,000 SMEs
Royal Mail is to make its Local Collect ‘click and collect’
service with Post Offices available to its 20,000 SME
contract customers. This will enable many of the UK’s
leading small and medium-sized online businesses to offer
shoppers the option of collection from any of 10,500 Post
Office branches.
As part of its investment in new IT
systems, Royal Mail has developed
its Local Collect application
programme interface (API) and
upgraded its despatch management
tool for SME retailers. The API
allows retailers direct access to the
details of all Post Offices, before
labelling and shipping the parcel through the Royal Mail
parcel despatch management tool they use. It also enables
online retailers to integrate the service in to their website
and checkout processes for shoppers to select a Post Office
convenient to them.
While home delivery is still preferred by most customers,
click-and-collect and third-party collection points are
growing fast as a delivery channel in the UK. In 2013,
around 70m deliveries were made through click-and-collect
and third-party collection points. This year, it is forecast that
82m deliveries will be made through these collection points,
a 17% increase.
Source: Royal Mail Group
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UK online sales recover from June slump
with strong growth in July

Cooperation between Hämeen Sanomat and
Itella takes online stores to Russia

The latest figures from the IMRG Capgemini e-Retail
Sales Index indicate that UK online sales are back on track
following a disappointing end to the first half of 2014,
recording an annual growth of 14% in July. The Index grew
3% month-on-month, which is a stark contrast to the 5%
decrease experienced between May and June.

Media company Hämeen Sanomat and Itella have signed an
extensive cooperation agreement on logistics services for
the Hämeen Sanomat online store. The Hämeen Sanomat
online store is based on a multi-vendor e-Commerce model.

An estimated £8.1bn was spent online in July in the UK, a
14% increase on the £7.1bn spent during the same period last
year. This 14% growth follows relatively weak June growth
of only 9% – although June’s year-on-year comparison
was with a particularly strong June 2013, which recorded
growth of 20%.

The purpose of the cooperation agreement is to boost online
sales and create favourable conditions for international
cooperation.
Near-term
goals
include
expanding
e-Commerce services to first cover border trade and the
Saint Petersburg region in Russia and later the entire
country, and additionally Norway, Sweden and Estonia.
Source: Itella

Adding to recent evidence of consumer confidence in
the economy, the travel sector also strongly contributed
to the online sales in July with 13% year-on-year growth,
its strongest July performance since 2010. This follows
four consecutive months of single-digit annual growth in
this sector averaging at just 5%, the British e-commerce
association IMRG further reported.
Source: CEP-Research
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